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unknown. Except among the higher castes, widow re-
marriage is freely allowed. But with every generation a
foolish sense of social superiority expresses itself by
narrowing the group within which inter-marriage can take
place, and social customs decrease the number as well as
the vitality of the woman. Here, as elsewhere, pride goeth
before destruction. Progress in the villages is comparative-
ly slow, particularly as men living in towns
i age tocv sjlow a tendency to sever their relations with
the members of their caste living in the villages. I fowever,
the ancient process of raising the status of castes has been
revitalised. Some members of a caste receive education,
or, by change of occupation, acquire better economic
advantages, or are taken by some preacher of Arya Samaja
into its progressive fold and a whole caste adopts more
refined habits and purer religious forms, claiming a higher
status. In living memory instances are available where
potters have by this process been accepted as masons,
ironsmiths and sweepers as Kshatriyas, bards as Knlhmanas.
And at each remove, the caste attains a higher grade of
social well-being. Of late, the influence of Mahatmfl Gandhi
is also being felt, indirectly but none the less vigorously.
A party of young ardent Gandhi-ites has come into exis-
tence in many backward castes. It strives to ameliorate the
social and economic conditions of their fellow eastemen.
They introduce the charkha, fight the curse of drink, and
resist social evils. Their work is made easier than that of
the social reformers of an earlier generation; for, in the
villages of Gujarata, the name of the Mahatmft opens all
hearts and disarms all opposition.
The same problems, more or less, affect the Mussalmans
in the villages, whose ways of life are not far removed
from their Hindu neighbours. But the recent: tension bet-
ween the two communities has a pronounced tendency to
make them drift apart in matters social and cultural
Under the existing conditions of India, racial intermixture
between them on an appreciable scale is inconceivable*
TheParsis form a small community mostly living in towns,
vigorous and wealthy. Their race problem will, therefore,
scarcely influence the problem of Gujaratis as a whole.

